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41 OUT OF 69 ANJUMANS SEND PROTEST LETTERS
TO FPZAI AGAINST JOINING THE
WORLD BODY OF #ZOROASTRIANS"!

24 OUT OF 29 PUNCHAYETS / ANJUMANS PRESENT AT
THE FEDERATION MEETING IN AHMEDABAD GIVE A
RESOUNDING "NO" TO THE PROPOSED WORLD BODY!
FDU Still Raises Its Ugly Head At The Meeting!
CALLING MANECK ENGINEER, DADI ENGINEER,
SILLOO KAVARANA AND BURJOR ANTIA!
from Surat and his band of zealous volunteers, and
all those representatives of Anjumans at the
Federation meeting on 18th and 19th December, 2004,
who showed their characteristic Parsee jusso, to
silence the Federation Secretary, the two BPP trustees
(M/s. Shroff and Tamboly) and their CEO, along with
the three Anjumans - Delhi, Chennai, and Thane (?!)
- who were for the proposed 'World Body'.

For once, the usual drum-beaters at the meetings of
the Federation of Parsi Zoroastrian Anjumans of India
were hopelessly outnumbered and outmanoeuvered
by those Anjumans and Punchayets, who, till now,
remained silent spectators, not because they chose
to, but because, some of them were silenced into meek
submission by monopolists, like the Secretary of the
FPZAI, Keki Gandhi, or by some trustees of the
Bombay Parsi Punchayet and their ubiquitous CEO,
B.T. Dastur!

FDU Raises Is Ugly Head Once Again
The proceedings of the Federation meet have already
been briefly reported in the Parsee press. But what
has not been mentioned so far, is what the
Managing Trustee of the Foundation for
Development of Udvada (FDU), D.K. Tamboly,
said. A man of few words, he told the gathering,
the Anjumans attending the Federation
meeting, among other things, that the FDU
agenda will be carried forward in Udvada! He

For the splendid performance by the majority of the
Anjumans, all credit should go to the admirable
homework and spadework done by Khojeste Mistree,
Anahita and Yazdi H. Desai, Tannaz S. Parakh,
"We love you, Areez Khambatta", the host and
President of the Ahmedabad Parsi Punchayet, all the
young, enthusiastic members of the Parsi Youth
League of Ahmedabad, for their hectic, behindthe-scene-activities, Mr. Bhikaji D. Davierwalla
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was only echoing what he had earlier told some
of his colleagues in Mumbai that FDU will carry
out its programme in Udvada, by hook or by
crook! So, dear readers, take a deep sigh and watch
some members of the Udvada Anjuman flirt with
Satanic forces, in the months to come!

Zoroastrians. We have now learnt that membership
to this WB will not be restricted to Parsi/Irani
Zoroastrians alone. This is extremely disconcerting".

World Zoroastrian Congress & Iranshah

(3) Badnera Amravati Parsee Anjuman: "Our
Anjuman does not give any person or institution the
right to vote or sign on our behalf for this world body."

(2) Belgaum Parsi Zarthosti Anjuman: "This kind
of a body will ring the death knell of our community
as we are today...

While on Udvada, we cannot help revealing the
shocking reference made in the "Topic Summary" of
the brochure brought out by the hosts of the 8th World
Zoroastrian Congress, Zoroastrian Trust Funds of
Europe, to be held in London in June-July, 2005, to
Holy Iranshah. Under the sub-heading, "Current
Issues", among the "Talks and discussions on issues
requiring the attention of the community", is
mentioned, "Safeguarding the Iranshah"!! Whose
mischief is this? What happens to the pompous
resolution passed by the Udvada Anjuman
Committee in October, 2004, that outsiders
should not meddle in matters pertaining to
Iranshah and that the Anjuman alone is capable
of tackling all problems relating to it?! Will the
Udvada Anjuman now tell the organisers of the
Congress that it can very well safeguard Holy
Iranshah and His environs and that the
Congress has no business to discuss the matter,
thousands of miles away? [See "Quo Vadis
ZTFE?" elsewhere in this issue].

(4) Billimora Parsi Zoroastrian Anjuman Trust
Funds: "We the Trustees and the Members of
Bilimora Parsi Zarthosti Anjuman Trust Funds
strongly do not give you any right to sign on our behalf
for this World Body..."
(4) Jalgaon Zoroastrian Trust: "In case you form
the 'World Body' our Jalgaon Zoroastrian Trust will
not be its member."
The gravamen of the charges of all these Anjumans
can be summarised as under:
(1) The FPZAI and the BPP led by Mr. Minoo Shroff
took them for a ride for a year-and-a-half!
(2) No mention of the word 'Parsi' is made in the
Constitution of the World Body.
(3) The World Body does not even define, 'Who is a
Zoroastrian?'
The Federation meeting at Ahmedabad seems
to have proved to be, at least so far, the Waterloo
of the proposed World Body!

Interesting Snippets From Some Letters Of
Protest Sent By Different Anjumans To The
FPZAI Secretary

Mr. Minoo Shroff, the Chairman of the BPP has
emerged in a very poor light, with Anjuman after
Anjuman completely disowning what he and his
comrade-in-arms, D.K. Tamboly, thought, was a cakewalk! The Parsee Voice, Mr. Shroff, had repeatedly
warned you throughout 2004, to desist from taking
such a suicidal step.

(1) Jhansi Parsi Anjuman: "At the Federation
Meeting held in Mumbai in June 2003, a note signed
by you was circulated amongst us. The note said, 'We
now need to reach a consensus at this meeting of our
Federation and give a green signal to the formation
of the World Body as per Annexure 2 and authorise
our President Mr. Minoo Shroff to take whatever steps
are necessary to put in place the new World Body'.

There is yet another lesson in all this, for someone
else too! The Udvada Samast Anjuman has also been
cautioned by us, time and again, to keep the
Foundation for Development of Udvada out of any
developmental activity in the town, for the same
persons are leading them up the garden path!
Some members of this Anjuman are behaving

"The WB was projected as a Body that would
strengthen and unify the Parsi/Irani community
worldwide. It was therefore presumed that this WB
would be a WB of Parsi/Irani Zoroastrians with its
membership restricted strictly to Parsi/Irani
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you have become a BPP trustee! Your 'Dreams', your
'Beliefs' and your 'Endeavours' have remained
only on your manifesto paper! Besides
concentrating on the Solar Concentrators, have you
done anything significant that would vindicate your
tall statements in your manifesto? Can you justify
your election as a responsible BPP trustee, who will
stand by the Parsee community? When the vast
majority of our community do not want to join
the proposed World Body of "Zoroastrians", why
have you chosen, as in the past two years, to
keep totally silent? Isn't it your duty to come
out and tell the community that as a BPP trustee
you are against joining such a World Body? Are
you listening, Mr. Engineer? Yoohoo, Maneckji, where
are you?

in a hopelessly myopic manner, by taking up
cudgels for the FDU, when they have not even
bothered to go through the Trust Deed, which
is hundred times more cosmopolitan than the
Constitution of the World Body!
Other BPP Trustees Must Speak Up
Only M/s. Shroff and Tamboly represented the BPP
at Ahmedabad. Except for Dinshah Mehta, none of
the other four trustees, Silloo Kavarana, Dadi
Engineer, Maneck Engineer and Burjor Antia (he
was conspicuous by his absence at the latest
Federation meeting!) have expressed their views on
the proposed World Body. Why? Since all of them,
from time to time, have claimed that the BPP
'represents' the Parsees/Iranis of Mumbai, they
owe it to the community to come out with their
stand. Two of these four trustees have very recently
declared in their manifestos that they are staunch
orthodox persons, who uphold the traditions and
tenets of our religion, etc. However, it seems both
Mr. Engineer and Mr. Antia seem to have
forgotten all that they had sworn in their
manifesto before their elections. To jog their
memory, we give below just a few pertinent
extracts from their Election Statements.

Burjor Hormusji Antia: He began his manifesto
with a flourish: "I have considered it my good fortune
that I was born into a Zoroastrian family and that I
am part of our magnificent though small
community" (Ahem!)
Further, in "My Perspective", he said, "Unless our
community functions on the solid bedrock of the
principles of our religion, tenets, traditions,
customs and usages as handed down by our
forefathers, we will not be able to successfully
chart the course of our destiny." Was it the same
gentleman, or his alter ego, who at the Federation
meeting in June 2003, in Mumbai had said that,
Zoroastrianism was a universal religion and that, one
should welcome anyone who wants to be a Zoroastrian,
not forgetting that classic remark that, we should help
the Tajiks build an Agiary in Tajikistan!!

Mr. Maneck H. Engineer (just before the election
on 26th October, 2002). Under the heading 'I Believe'
he wrote: "That our religion, traditions, beliefs and
customs are comparable to the finest in the world...
With these as the bedrock of our policies and actions,
we can soar to great heights.
"That in all matters concerning religion, our High
Priests and Mobeds must be consulted and that for
all lay matters their blessings obtained, so that they
are not needlessly embroiled in controversy..."

In "My Vision", Burjorji wrote, "The Board of
Trustees should be accountable to the
community at large and its functioning ought
to be transparent... Let our Punchayet build
bridges and not walls between the different
sections of society. Let our Punchayet by its
decisions unite the community!!

Under the sub-heading, "My Endeavours", he wrote:
"To strive to preserve and protect the rich
cultural heritage handed down by our
ancestors!! "To increase our numbers in India
where we have proliferated (sic) in the last
millenium and to form a Think Tank to chalk
out a strategy to prevent our numbers from
diminishing!"

Bas, Burjorji Bawa, ab...bas!! The community
sincerely regrets that, its representatives on the
electoral college elected only visionaries and false
promise-makers, who don't have the guts to stand up
to their senior colleagues and speak their minds!

More than two years have passed, Mr. Engineer, since
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Pertinent Excerpts From The Letter Of
Mr. Khojeste Mistree, dated 15th December, 2004,
to Mr. Keki J. Gandhi, Hon. Secretary of FPZAI,
Protesting Against The Proposed World Body.
[Mr. Khojeste Mistree, who took the lead in garnering
protest letters from various Anjumans and Punchayets,
sent an important letter to the Hon Secretary of the
FPZAI, which echoes the views of most members of
the Parsee community. Excerpts:] "It is unfortunate
that some leaders of the Federation have kept the
community in the dark about the "cosmopolitan"
nature of the proposed World Body. The rank and
file of the community has now become aware of this
fact, and are appalled that despite opposition from
the community in general, and in utter disregard of
the opinion of the High Priests of India, the leaders of
the Federation, persist in promoting a cosmopolitan
World Body that has kept its membership open to neoZoroastrians. The sustained campaign of
misinformation, in order to mislead the general public,
deliberately underplays the cosmopolitan nature of
the World Body.

FPZAI very clearly states, that membership will
be restricted to Parsi Zoroastrian Anjumans and
Punchayets only, with a clear legal definition
as to who is a Parsi Zoroastrian (Rule 1b to e).
On what basis can the FPZAI form a World Body,
which in no way upholds or accepts this
definition for membership."
Khojeste then pleads for the FPZAI "to provide an
effective support system for the smaller Anjumans in
India, as also to deal with the considerable assets of
the 20-30 defunct anjumans."
He rightly suggests that, "we put our own house in
order, consolidate and strengthen the community in
India and forge ahead with promoting and
safeguarding Parsi/Irani interests nationally..."
"Moreover it is a matter of grave concern, that
as per the draft constitution of the World Body,
provisions have already been made for the
assets of the defunct Anjumans to be transferred
to this cosmopolitan World Body. Thus Parsi
wealth will be sent out of India depriving our
own people of much needed money".

"Additionally, BPP Trustee, Mr. Dinshaw Mehta has
opined in the press, 'the Federation both morally
and legally cannot be a member of a Body which
has non-Parsi Zoroastrians as its members or
its officer bearers! Moreover, the rules and
regulations governing the membership of the

'Parsee', 'Zarthoshti', 'Zoroastrian' as mentioned
in the "Parsi Punchayet Case", 1906.
way in which these terms have always been used
and are still used - As soon as the word Parsi is
used, the only idea suggested is that he is a
Zoroastrian."

Today, when men like Keki Gandhi, Burjor Antia,
D.K. Tamboly, etc. forget that Parsees and Zoroastrians
are synonymous terms, it is interesting to note that
though Justice Davar had said that a Zoroastrian need
not be a Parsi, Act III of 1872 used the words, "Parsi
Religion", so did some foreign scholars of the past.

An Irani priest in his evidence before the
learned judges said that, in Persia the
Zoroastrians are called Parsis. According to
Dastur Darab Sanjana, the two words were
convertible. From The History of The Bombay Parsi
Punchayet 1860-1960 by Sapur F. Desai.

Ervad Sheriarji Bharucha, who was one of the
witnesses of the plaintiffs had averred in his
evidence: "I would say the two terms Parsis and
Zoroastrians are synonymous terms. This is the
4

Quo Vadis, ZTFE?

Objectionable Agenda Of The
8th World Zoroastrian Congress 2005
Ever since the 1st World Zoroastrian Congress was
held in Iran, followed by the 2nd one in Mumbai from
18th January, 1964 to the 21st January, 1964, the
seeds for the gradual destruction of the Mazdayasni
Zarthoshti religion and the Airie-chithra Parsee
bunyad (lineage) were sown. The only difference
between the earlier Congresses and the subsequent
ones was that the then trustees of the BPP ensured
that no discussion regarding religious controversies
was permitted.

U.K. and Minoo Shroff, D.K. Tamboly, Keki
Gandhi, etc. in India!!!)
Coming back to the controversial agenda of the 8th
WZC, mid-2005, the "Current Issues" section is
certainly objectionable. We have already mentioned
the topic of "Safeguarding the Iranshah", which
should not even be debated or discussed, as it falls
outside the domain of Zoroastrians, pseudoZoroastrian and non-Zoroastrians assembled at the
Congress. The Udvada Anjuman, comprising both
Athornans and Behdins are capable of looking after
the subject.

In the last four decades, all this has changed radically.
After the last Millenium Congress held in the year
2000, in the U.S.A. the next one will be held in London
in June-July, 2005. It will be hosted by the Zoroastrian
Trust Funds of Europe (Inc.).

To us, including Holy Iranshah in the WZC
agenda, seems to be a mischievous ploy of the
likes of D.K. Tamboly, the Managing Trustee of
the FDU, and until yesterday, the head honcho
of the WZO!

When a couple of members of the ZTFE came down to
Mumbai, a year ago, they (Mr. Rusi Dalal, Past
President and Mr. Malcolm Deboo, the Secretary), in
an informal chat, had suggested that they will follow
the BPP trustees and the Mumbai Parsees stand on
the World Body of 'Zoroastrians'. That was in January,
2004. In July, that year, when BPP's Minoo Shroff
agreed to be the President of the International
Zoroastrian Organisation, ZTFE's President, Dorab
E. Mistry, Secretary Malcolm Deboo decided to fall in
line and okayed joining the proposed World Body.
After all, in a year's time, they had the World
Zoroastrian Congress coming up, and the hosts didn't
want to be dubbed 'obscurantists'!

The other issues, which are equally objectionable are,
"Converting out of Zoroastrianism" (now, what's
that?). "Emerging Zoroastrian nations" (do Dorab
Mistry, Malcolm Deboo, etc. in their heart of
hearts believe that anyone donning what
purports to be a Sudreh-Kusti, automatically
becomes Zoroastrians? Have some people really
lost their marbles?), "Female and behdin priests,"
(Dasturs and Athornans of India should protest very
strongly, right away)? "Racism" (this really has us
completely stumped! If Parsee organisers themselves
talk of their ethnicity and unique identity and provide
fodder to the cannon of others, who accuse Parsees of
'racism', they, the Parsees who have chalked out the
Congress agenda, should be thoroughly ashamed!)

(Come to think of it! It is not a non-Parsee, nor
even an Irani, but the Parsees of India, many of
whom are settled abroad, who are totally
responsible for organising World Zoroastrian
Congresses and mooting the idea of a World
Body of Zoroastrians! Even today, if you look
at the emerging picture dispassionately, it is
Parsees, who are spearheading the formation
of a World Body: Rohinton Rivetna, Firdosh
Mehta, Khorshed Junglewalla, etc. in North
America, Rumi Sethna and Dorab Mistry in the

If you observe objectively, most of these topics
arise out of colossal ignorance - about the
Zoroastrian religion, its history and about the
role that the Parsee community of India, in a
unique 1300-year-old Diaspora, is destined to
play! A thousand pities!
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Vested Interests & Their Morbid Picture Of
The Parsee Community - II
Dr. Homi Dhalla's Scholarship
Leaves Everything To Be Desired
(continued From Last Issue)
In the previous issue, Dr. Dhalla's scholarship was
questioned on many counts. Since his dissertation
having the blessings of the BPP trustees, is riddled
with flaws, it is essential that it is thoroughly
analysed.

If, by now, the reader has been convinced that Homi
Dhalla, under the pretext of scholarship, has been
misguiding him, what follows will clinch the point
that Dr. Dhalla has been dancing to somebody else's
tune!

Quoting Dr. I.J.S. Taraporewala, Dhalla tries in
vain to prove his pet fancy of "gender equality" in
the Zoroastrian religion. One fails to understand
where the late Dr. Taraporewala got the notion that
three out of the six Ameshaspands represent the
"feminine aspects of God"! Dhalla elaborates on this
by stating that Spendarmad, Khordad and
Amerdad Ameshaspands "are His female aspects'!

In the paragraphs that follow, Dhalla has indulged
in so much rigmarole, distorted the Zoroastrian
scriptures and literature, and wantonly attempted
to fool the reader into believing that Zoroastrian
women have full right to "marry" non-Zoroastrians,
because, according to him, women enjoyed equal
rights as men in our religion!
In the process, he invokes the U.N. Charter of
Human Rights, the Constitution of India, what
Justice Lentin and Bharucha had said in a
particular context etc., etc., and then, pops his pet
question, "what about the rights of Parsi women
married to non-Parsis?"

Any student of our scriptures will know that there
is a simple rule of the thumb to determine whether
an Ameshaspand or a Yazad has been given
masculine or feminine attributes. Just check the
Ahe raya Kharengacha formula in any Nyaish or
Yasht. But, if there is neither any Nyaish or Yasht
dedicated to an archangel or angel, as in the case of
Spendarmad and Amerdad Ameshaspands, the
suffix in the name matters. In the feminine Entity,
it is ãnm, whereas in the masculine suffix it is ém.
For example, Spendarmard Ameshaspand's big
Khshnooman begins with, "Spentãnm
Armaitim..." whereas Amerdad's Khshnooman is
Ameretatém Ameshém...".

We challenge Dr. Dhalla to show a single paragraph
or line in the extant Zoroastrian scriptures which
advocates/endorses Zoroastrian women "marrying"
non-Zoroastrians! Dr. Dhalla, in his paper, has
taken an unwarranted licence in hoodwinking
the lay reader into believing that what he says
about his new pet, chivalrous theory, has the
backing of the Zoroastrian religion. You have
only betrayed your hopeless bias towards your new
masters, Dr.Dhalla and, in the process have made
a complete mockery of your scholarship! Consult
your conscience! The answer will be only, Mea
Culpa!!

Similarly, in the Ahé Raya Kharengacha formula,
the words that follow for a female Divine Entity
are, tãnm yazãi..., whereas in the case of a male
Entity, it is tém yazãi...

(concluded)

Thus, of the 7 Ameshspands, only Spendarmad has
feminine attributes.
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For Years The Small Anjumans Tolerated
The High Handedness & Bullyism
Of The Big Bosses Of The FPZAI.
The Depths To Which Parsee Journalism Can Stoop!
representatives from both the sides would be
represented (vide our 1-15 & 16-30 November,
2004 issue), not only did the BPP, where the
shadow-editor is a trustee, not condescend to
reply to the letter, but these 4th Estate gentry
just looked the other way!! Today, the chap
hiding behind that "Ed" pseudonym in Jame
talks glibly of "discussions" being "the very
essence of democracy..."!!

We are intensely amused! So must have you been,
if you read the sob stories in both, Jam-e-Jamshed
Weekly and the English column of the Bombay
Samachar of the 2nd January, 2005.
After years of dadagiri by the FPZAI, the BPP, the
Delhi Parsi Anjuman and others, when they either
rode roughshod over the small Anjumans or silenced
them with a flourish of the hand, simply because
the topics raised by them were thought to be
insignificant by the Hon. Secretary of the FPZAI or
because some of these Anjumans spoke in Gujarati,
when, this time round, the tables were turned, the
so-called "Parsi Fourth Estate" led by that shadoweditor of Jame and that athornan-ashmog began
using the language of the erstwhile Bhendi Bazar
victoriawallah, as Sir Phirozshah Mehta would have
put it! Words like, "lout", "hooligan" "handagiri"
and "landyagiri" by Jame and "butchers, bakers
and sodawatermakers," etc. by the Bombay
Samachar, betray the sheer desperation and the
complete lack of tolerance and forbearance by these
self-styled champions of the "Parsi"? press!

Both the 'Ed' in Jam-e-Jamshed Weekly and the
PTA Columnist in the Bombay Samachar are guilty
of wantonly confusing the lay reader and
deliberately obfuscating this very simple issue about
the "World Body"! The majority of the Parsees
of Mumbai and Gujarat just do not want any
World Body. The remaining want a World
Body comprising only Parsee/Irani
Zoroastrians. Q.E.D. How can then a few
handful of thoroughly misguided, misled
dictators tell this 1300-year-old community
where to get off?!
There is still a chance for the Bombay Parsi
Punchayet to redeem itself. Either accept
"The Parsee Voice"'s offer for a public debate, or, on
its own, it can summon a Samast Anjuman meeting,
where both the sides shall be equally
represented.

When, all these years, the topic of the World
Body was conveniently shoved under the
carpet, all the secret, shameful pow-wows of
the FPZAI, BPP, WZO and FEZANA were
deliberately kept under wraps and not
allowed to be discussed at all at Federation
meetings, these so-called 4th Estate despots
did not bat an eyelid!

If it doesn't exercise either of these options,
the day will soon come when it ceases to be
the Apex Body of the Parsees and the Mumbai
Parsees will themselves tell the BPP trustees
that they do not represent the community
anymore!

When "The Parsee Voice" suggested in its letter
of 21st November, 2004, to the BPP Chairman
and the FPZAI President, Mr. Minoo Shroff,
that the World Body issue can be discussed at
a public meeting, where a couple of
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D]$hpX$p A¨Sy>d__° dpV°$ [p∆ bp[du!
`°gp "A°a.]u.ey' _p° ]°$h afu dp\y¨ KQL$u f¸p° R>°!
""hgÆX$ S>f\p°Ì[u L$p¢N∞°k''dp¨ `pL$ Cfp_ipl_° kpQhhp_u QQpÆ \i°!
D]$hpX$p A¨Sy>d_° hpf¨hpf W$fphp° `kpf L$epÆ R>°, L°$ [°_p kÊep°
Óu∆ `pL$ Cfp_ipl_u [L°$]$pfu A_° `pıbp_u L$fhp dpV°$ kd\Æhp_
R>°, A_° blpf_p¨ Ckdp°A° [° dpV°$ [L$gua g°hu _tl! [pS>°[fdp¨S>,
ƒepf° FDU _pd_u k¨ı\p –ep¨ "l°qfV°$S>'_° _pd° O|ıhp NC,
–epf° –ep¨ _ u kdı[ A¨ S y > d_° , ]$ ı [y f X$ p ° $ . `° i p° [ _ ]$ ı [y f
lp°fdT]$uepf rdfTp_u ApN°hp_u l°W$m, hpS>buS> fu[° Aphp°
W$fph afu\u `kpf L$ep£ l[p°, S>°_° ""^u `pfku hpµCk°'' k¨`|ZÆ
V°$L$p° Ap‡ep° l[p°!

O|khp_u h°[fZ L$fu flu R>°. Ad_° kdS> `X$[u _\u L°$ A°L$
TV$L°$ Ap "A°a.]$u.ey._u k¨ı\p_°, D]$hpX$p A¨S>yd_ ]$a° L°$d L$f[u
_\u? ""a_p L$fp° Ap ]°$h_° D]$hpX$pdp¨\u'', (A°a.]$u.ey.) A°hy¨
L$p°C d¨” D√Qpfu Ap blpf_u k¨ı\p_° blpfS> fpMp°_u?!
ApV$gy¨ Ap°Ry>¨ lp°e [°d Sy>_-Sy>gpC 2005dp¨ h°gp[dp¨ dm_pfu
8du hgÆX$ S>f\p°Ì[u L$p¢N∞°kdp¨ S>° bpb[p°_u QQpÆAp° \hp_u R>°,
[°dp¨ ""Cfp_ipl_° L°$d bQphhp'' (k°aNpX$xN Cfp_ipl) A°L$
Mpk rhje R>°!

`f¨[y, q]$gNufu kp\° gMhy¨ `X°$ R>° L°$ Ap FDU _p° bplz, lpgdp¨
Ad]$php]$dp¨ dm°gu ""a°X$f°i_ Apµa `pfku S>f\p°Ì[u A¨Sy>dﬁT
Apµa CrﬁX$ep''_u kcpdp¨, afu\u Ecp° \ep° l[p°! [p. 18du
X$uk°Ábf°, kcp_p¨ iÍ$Ap[_p¨ L$pdL$pS> hM[°, Ap A°a.]u$.ey.
_p¨ d°_°∆¨N V≤$ıV$u [°dS> dy¨bC_u `pfku `¨Qpe[_p¨ A°L$ V≤$ıV$u,
Óu. ]$u.L°. [¨bp°guA° A°hu bf_y¨ L$¸y¨ l[y¨ L°$ ]$ı[yf Myfi°]$ ]$ı[yf
L°$L$p°bp]$ ]$ı[yf, S>°Ap° Ap A°a.]$u.ey._p¨ ‚dyM R>°, [°Ap°_u
ApN°hp_u l°W$m A°a.]$u.ey. `p°[p_y¨ L$pd D]$hpX$pdp¨ ApNm
^`phi°!

iy¨ D]$hpX$p_u kdı[ A¨S>yd_, –ep¨_p¨ b° ]$ı[yfp° A_° tl]_u `pfku
L$p°d hp¨TZu \C NC R>°, L°$ 6000 dpCg gp¨b°, Aphu L$l°hp[u
""S>f\p°Ì[u'' L$p°ﬁafﬁkp°dp¨, L°$V$gpL$ Mfp S>f\p°Ì[uAp°, b_ph[u
""S>f\p°Ì[u''Ap° A_° bu≈ Aﬁe cpdV$pAp° `pL$ Cfp_ipl_°
bQphhp_u QQpÆ L$fi°?
L$p¨C `Z kde bNpX$ep hNf D]$hpX$p A¨Syd_, [°d_p k°æ°$V$fu,
A°fh]$ afpdfp°T ku^hp, [°dS> bﬁ_° ]$ı[yf∆Ap°A° hÎXÆ$ L$p¢N∞°k_p¨
k¨QpgL$p°_° [pbX$[p°b S>Zphu ]°$hy¨ ≈°CA° L°$ Ap bpb[ lfNuT
L$p°C kph A≈Œep dpZkp°, S>°Ap°_° [°_u kp\° L$p¨C k¨b¨^S> _\u,
[°Ap° [° QQw_° L$p°C `Z r_ZÆe gC iL°$S> _rl¨!

Ap_p° A\Æ A°S> \ep° L°$ afu\u Ap blpf_p¨ dpZkp°hpgu
A°L$ k¨ı\p, D]$hpX$p Npddp¨, `pL$ Cfp_ipl ApNm

Apd L°$d? L°$ A°Ap°_u df∆ dyS>b_y¨, A°Ap° L$l° [°d, _tl \pe,
[p° bMpmp L$pY$u, NpmpNpmu `f `Z D[fu `X°$!?
`pfku L$p°ddp¨ ‚dpZuL$, rb_ıhp\w `”L$pf–h S>°hy¨ L$p¨C R>° MÍ¨$?
≈° [dp° f∆ ≈_°hpfu, 2005_p¨ ≈d° huL$gu A_° dy¨bC
kdpQpf_u ""`pfku [pfu Apfku''hpmu A¨N∞°∆ L$p°gdp° hp¨Qp°,
[p° [d_° A°dS> gpN° L°$ Ap S>dp_pdp¨ A°hu L$p°C A`°np fpMhu,
A° kph dyMpCS> R>°!

AdyL$ ”Z-Qpf _pdQu_ A¨S>yd_p° kp\°, `°gp¨ ""hÎXÆ$ bp°X$u''_u
QQpÆ L$fhp lpS>f l[p. `Z Ap hM[° NyS>fp[_u L°$V$gu A¨S>yd_p°
Ap Ecp \_pf _hp bplz kpd° gX$hp, kykS>S> \C_°S> Aphu l[u!
A°V$g° Ap _p_p `pfku ""ky_pdu''_p¨ bmhp \u, kpdu bpSy> lQdQu
NC l[u! 69dp¨\u 41 A¨S>y d_p°A° ""‚p°V$°ıV$'' `”p° `pW$Ïep¨ l[p¨
A_° 24 A¨S>y d_p°A° Ap kcpdp¨ lpS>f flu kM[ rhfp°^ ]$ipÆÏep°
l[p°! A°V$gS° > AdyL$ `pfku R>p`pAp°dp¨ bMpmp!!

a°X$fi° _ _u R>°âu duqV≠$N, S>° 18-19$du X$uk°Ábf°, Ad]$php]$dp¨
ep°≈C l[u, [°dp¨ `l°gu hM[ dÿbC_u `pfku `¨Qpe[_p¨ V≤$ıV$uAp°,
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